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Catch me if you can! 
We had a couple of marquee events last week, one of which was expected and the other beyond expectations. 

Wednesday’s RBNZ interest rate hike was all pretty much business as usual, but the US CPI print on Wednesday night 

surprised substantially on the upside. The Q2 Consumer Price Index for New Zealand has added fuel to the fire this 

morning, also surprising on the upside.  

The RBNZ went ahead with a much-anticipated hike by another 50bps, taking the OCR to 2.50%. The review was in line 

with the May Monetary Policy Statement (MPS) with the Bank retaining existing wording around its ‘resolute’ 

commitment to tackle inflation by ‘briskly’ lifting the OCR. It’ll be the August MPS, when the RBNZ will have a clearer 

idea of whether inflationary pressures are starting to ease given the glut of data out over the next six weeks (view our 

note here).  

On the other hand, the June US CPI print has made it clear that inflationary pressures continue to stay strong in the 

US. Annual Inflation climbed to a four decade high at 9.1% in June (from 8.6% in May). In a concerning sign for the 

Fed, both headline and core inflation overshot expectations. Off the back of that result, market participants are 

speculating the Federal Reserve will need to go ahead with further aggressive hikes in order to effectively deal with 

the pace and stubbornness of inflation. Talk of recession is starting to feel more real as the Bank struggles to push 

inflation lower without crushing the economy in the process. 

Inflationary pressures are proving stubborn here in New 

Zealand too, with this morning’s CPI print coming in at a 7.3% 

annual rate, higher than expected by both us and the RBNZ. 

Core inflation picked up too, and NZ inflation is running at 

multi-decade highs. As in the US, the worry for the RBNZ is how 

broad-based inflationary pressures are proving, with both 

tradable and non-tradable inflation well above target. Annual 

CPI inflation may have peaked but the road to deceleration will 

be slow and uncertain.  

Chasing inflation seem a bit like a Tom and Jerry show for 

Central Banks of late, with monetary policy makers in the role 

of the hapless cat, outwitted by persistent upside inflation 

surprises in the role of the wily mouse. New Zealand in 

particular, shows an example of a pragmatic and consistent 

approach that can pave the way to stabilisation in the future. 

Despite the RBNZ’s ‘no change to our view’ mantra last week, this morning’s CPI result highlights the risk that the 

cartoon has further to run, with the RBNZ needing to take an even firmer line at next month’s meeting. 

chandna.bedi@asb.co.nz  

https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/rbnz-review-july22.pdf
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Foreign Exchange Market  

FX Rates Current* Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias Support^ Resistance^ 

NZD/USD 0.6173 0.6170 0.6342 0.7019 FLAT 0.6120 0.6250  

NZD/AUD 0.9073 0.9046 0.9035 0.9435 FLAT 0.8945  0.9150  

NZD/JPY 85.45 83.53 84.96 77.21     FLAT 83.00 86.70  

NZD/EUR 0.6120 0.6073 0.6025 0.5943 FLAT 0.5900 0.6100  

NZD/GBP 0.5199 0.5146 0.5153 0.5072 FLAT 0.5100 0.5300  

TWI 70.7 69.7 70.7 74.1 FLAT N/A  N/A  

^ Weekly support and resistance levels * Current as at 12.30pm today; week ago as at Monday 5pm 

NZD Recap and Outlook 

NZD continued to trundle at two-year lows in a 0.6060-0.6210 range against the USD last week and was flat or slightly 

higher on the other cross rates monitored.  Last Wednesday’s RBNZ meeting had little impact on NZD given the Bank 

delivered the 50bps hike markets had more-or-less priced and kept its forward guidance unchanged.   

Events offshore were a bit more exciting.  By far the biggest event in global financial markets was Wednesday night’s 

CPI print in the US, which was a real shocker.  Both annual headline and core CPI surprised massively on the upside at 

+9.1% and +5.9% respectively (versus a surveyed +8.8% and +5.7%).  Fed officials gave mixed signals to the market off 

the back of the result, with Raphael Bostic giving coded support to a 100bps hike at the next meeting by saying 

“everything is in play,” but other policymakers suggesting they still backed 75bps moves. 

The news saw shorter term US Treasury yields gain a bit of ground over the week (2-year up 3bps), but longer-term 

yields fell over the week (10-year down 15bps).  Markets viewed the print and subsequent comments through the lens 

of looming recession fears - the calculus is that more aggressive hiking by the Fed in the short term will trigger a 

harder landing to the economic cycle and necessitate greater easing down the track.  That has seen the US treasury 

curve – every man and his dog’s most closely watched recession indicator – plunge further into inverted territory. 

That global recession angst continues to prove a potent bolster for the USD in its usual countercyclical role, with the 

DXY index hitting a new 20-year high during the week. The general sogginess in risk sentiment was enough to test 

previous NZD support around the 0.6120 mark. The combination of risk aversion and the ongoing pullback in 

commodity prices, meant the NZD’s commodity currency peers (CAD and AUD) all also edged lower against the USD 

last week. 

As we have discussed over recent updates, NZD remains trapped between some pretty solid technical supports on the 

one hand, and a deteriorating global outlook that is unfavourable for pro-cyclical currencies like the NZD and AUD on 

the other hand. Commodity prices remain very high in an outright sense (despite 2022/23 season milk price futures 

easing from $10.70+ per kgMS to $9.50 per kgMS over recent weeks), while the re-orientation in global market pricing 

means the gap between the RBNZ and its offshore peers has narrowed (so there is less scope for interest rate 

differentials to shift dramatically in the NZD’s favour). But there is also no real reason to believe that we’re through 

the worst patch of recession angst and NZD will remain vulnerable to further downward pressure.  

Near-term support is eyed around the 0.6050 mark, while near term resistance looks to be around 0.6250. The 

deteriorating global outlook carries further downside risk over the medium term, particularly if commodity prices ease 

at a swifter pace then we expect. 

 

nathaniel.keall@asb.co.nz  
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Interest Rate Market 

Wholesale interest rates Current Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias MT Bias 

Cash rate 2.50 2.00 2.00 0.25 UP UP 

90-day bank bill 3.10 2.93 2.80 0.46 UP UP 

2-year swap 4.10 3.91 4.52 1.09 FLAT   DOWN 

5-year swap 3.88 3.82 4.53 1.50 FLAT  DOWN 

10-year swap 3.87 3.89 4.53 1.85 FLAT DOWN 

10-year govt bond yield 3.65 3.70 4.24 1.64 FLAT DOWN 

Curve Slope (2s10s swaps) -0.23 -0.02 0.00 0.76 FLAT UP 

* Current as at 12.30pm today; week ago as at Monday 5pm. Key UNCH = Broadly unchanged 
 

Market recap 

The RBNZ has hiked the OCR by another 50bps at last week’s Monetary Policy Review. Despite the third consecutive 
double-hike, this was one of the less dramatic meetings of late, with the outcome foreshadowed at May’s Monetary 
Policy Statement and correctly predicted by forecasters and market participants.  

NZ swap yields ended last week with the 2-year rate up 14bps while the 10-year rate was down 5bps, causing the 
2s10s curve slope to invert even further. Today’s CPI data triggered a lift in yields (particularly shorter tenors) and a 
further inversion of the curve – it is now inverted by around 23bps.  NZ’s long-term Government bonds range traded 
last week, with the 10-year yield trading largely between 3.60% and 3.70%. The 10-year yield starts the week in the 
centre of that range, at 3.65%.  

Long-term US treasuries were firmer on Friday and over the week (yields lower). Meanwhile short-term US yields rose, 
leaving the US treasury curve inverted. US policymakers eventually downplayed rate hike expectations while 
economic data encouraged.  On Friday two of the US Federal Reserve policymakers said they favoured a 75 basis point 
hike at the next FOMC meeting rather than 100bp as some market participants were beginning to fret about in the 
wake of last week’s US inflation surprise (as discussed in the FX section).  Over the week US 10-year bond yields fell by 
15 points to 2.93% while US 2-year yields rose by 3 points to 3.13%.   

Near-term interest rate outlook 

Near-term OCR expectations have a 50bp hike fully priced in for August and October, and a 4% OCR is implied by 
market pricing by the end of 2022/early 2023. NZ yields are still elevated relative to our core view of a 3.5% OCR peak. 
Today’s CPI data is an upside risk to our near-term rates forecast. The NZ swap curve inverted further last week, and 
the risk is this inversion persists. 

Global markets remain betwixt the opposing forces of inflation and growth. The near-term inflation outlook still looks 
upwards, supporting yields. But escalating concerns over the global economy, and a likely continued string of weak 
activity data is a downward pressure. Central bank action is holding up short term rates, but growth concerns are 
weighing on longer term rates.  

Current market pricing offshore remains aggressive with roughly 196bps of RBA hikes priced in for 2022 (i.e. slightly 
over 3% cash rate by year end) and 193bps for the FOMC (implying a 3.5% Fed Funds Rate).  Italian political 
uncertainty is weighing on Italy’s bond market with Italian German bond yield spreads near a one month high. 
Encouragingly, the ECB is expected to introduce new measures to deal with fragmentation risk in the Eurozone 
sovereign bond markets at this week’s meeting. The ECB is widely expected to lift interest rates at this meeting.  We 
expect a 25bp increase to take the deposit rate to -0.25%.  However, there is a risk the ECB increases by 50bps given 
very high inflation in the Eurozone and aggressive tightening by other central banks.   

Medium-term outlook 

We expect 50bp OCR hikes at the August RBNZ meeting (to 3.0%), followed by 25bp rate hikes in October (3.25%) and 
November (3.50%). We then expect the RBNZ to hold for a period, with cuts assumed to begin from 2024 as the OCR 
is returned towards neutral levels.  

Our colleagues at CBA now expect the RBA to increase the cash rate by 50bps in August and September followed by a 
25bps hike in November to a terminal rate of 2.60% (50bps above the previous forecast peak of 2.10%).  The US FOMC 
is expected to hike rates by a further 75bps at the 25/26 July meeting, and we expect a Fed Funds peak of 3.50% to 
3.75% by early 2023.  

chris.tennent-brown@asb.co.nz 

mailto:chris.tennent-brown@asb.co.nz
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Domestic events for the week ahead 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

Previous Market 
Expects 

ASB Expects 

Overseas merchandise trade 21/7 10.45am +$263m - - 

 

The Q2 CPI released today was the key data for the week. On Thursday, the June Trade Balance is due. May’s data 

showed goods exports rose 18% on a year earlier to $7.0 billion, while goods imports rose $1.3 billion to $6.7 billion. 

The net result was a monthly trade surplus of $263 million. Imports were up from most top trading partners. 
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Major International Events for the week ahead 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

ASB  

AU RBA July Board Meeting Minutes 19/7 1.30 pm - 

AU RBA Deputy Governor Bullock Speech 19/7 2.30 pm - 

UK Labour Force Data, July 19/7 6.00 pm - 

AU RBA Governor Lowe Speech 20/7 11.10 am - 

CA Headline CPI, June 20/7 -  - 

Core CPI - - - 

UK CPI, June 20/7 6.00 pm - 

JN Bank of Japan  21/7 - - 

Policy Balance Rate - - -0.1% 

10 Year Target - - 0.0% 

EZ ECB’s Deposit Rate 22/7 12.15 am 
+0.25% pts to  

-0.25% 

JN CPI, June 22/7 - 2.2%/yr 

Ex. Fresh Food and Energy - - 0.9%/yr 

UK, EZ PMIs, July Flash 22/7 8.00 pm - 

UK Retails Sales, June 22/7 6.00 pm - 

CA Retail Sales, May 23/7 12.30 am - 

* Forecasts and commentary originally published by CBA Global Markets Research Friday 15thof July 

In Australia, the July RBA Board meeting minutes will be released on Tuesday.  The minutes could provide more colour 

on the size and sequencing of rate hikes considered by the Board.  Our colleagues at CBA now expect the RBA to 

increase the cash rate by 50bps in August and September followed by a 25bps hike in November to a terminal rate of 

2.60% (50bps above the previous forecast peak of 2.10%).  RBA Gov. Lowe and RBA Deputy Gov. Bullock both deliver 

speeches this week.  

Inflation prints are due in Canada, the UK and Japan on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, respectively.  In the cases of 

UK and Canada, we expect data to show a broadening of price pressures, with inflation rates still yet to peak in those 

economies.  In contrast, the already released Tokyo CPI suggests the national CPI eased slightly in June.  Japan’s 

inflation impulse is much weaker than in most other economies.   

In the UK, data on the labour market (Monday) and retail sales (Friday) are also due.  High job vacancies suggest that 

the UK labour market tightness should continue in the near term.  UK retail sales values have increased off the back of 

high inflation, but the decrease in consumer purchasing power has meant spending in volume terms has fallen since 

its October 21 peak.   

Italian political uncertainty is weighing on Italy’s bond market with Italian German bond yield spreads near a one 

month high. Encouragingly, the European Central Bank (ECB) is expected to introduce new measures to deal with 

fragmentation risk in the Eurozone sovereign bond markets at this week’s meeting. The ECB is widely expected to lift 

interest rates this week.  We expect a 25bp increase to take the deposit rate to -0.25%.  However, there is a risk the 

ECB increases by 50bps given very high inflation in the Eurozone and aggressive tightening by other central banks.   

Flash estimates of the July Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) will also be released for the large, advanced economies 

on Friday.  These will provide a timely reading on how these economies are tracking.  So far, the PMIs have remained 

above the 50 mark that indicates economic expansion.  The risk is the PMIs dip below 50 and into contractionary 

territory.   
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Key Forecasts 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.  We believe that the 
information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information 
available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are 
subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank 
Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any 
person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this 
document.  Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are 
subject to contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent 
or warrant that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

ASB  NZ economic forecasts Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Mar-24 Mar-25

<< actual  forecast >>

GDP real - Q% -0.2 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5

GDP real - A% 1.2 -0.1 4.1 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.2 2.0

GDP real - AA% 5.1 1.0 2.1 1.7 1.9 2.2 1.2 1.7

NZ House Prices (QV Index) - A% 11.7 4.2 -3.0 -9.1 -8.0 -6.4 2.6 7.8

CPI - Q% 1.8 1.7 1.8 0.7 1.3 0.9 0.4 0.6

CPI - A% 6.9 7.3 6.9 6.1 5.6 4.8 3.0 2.6

HLFS employment growth - Q% 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3

HLFS employment growth - A% 2.8 2.0 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.0

Unemployment rate - %sa 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.6 4.1 4.5

    Q% = percentage change on previous quarter

    A% = percentage change since same quarter the previous year

    AA% = percentage change for year ending quarter since the previous year

ASB interest rate forecasts Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Sep-23 Mar-24 Mar-25

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZ OCR 2.00 3.00 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.25 2.25

NZ 90-day bank bill 2.86 3.20 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.50 3.30 2.35

NZ 2-year swap rate 4.00 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.60 3.40 3.00

NZ 5-year swap rate 3.98 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.70 3.65 3.55 3.35

NZ 10-year swap rate 4.05 3.85 3.85 3.85 3.80 3.80 3.70 3.55

NZ 10-year Bond 3.86 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.55 3.55 3.45 3.30

ASB foreign exchange forecasts Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Sep-23 Mar-24 Mar-25

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZD/USD 0.63 0.61 0.59 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.62 0.67

NZD/AUD 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.91

NZD/JPY 84 83 81 77 77 78 79 83

NZD/EUR 0.61 0.59 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.60 0.63

NZD/GBP 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.48 0.49 0.53 0.57

NZD/CNY 4.2 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.9 4.1 4.4

NZD TWI 71.0 69.5 67.8 65.1 65.0 66.3 69.3 73.1

mailto:nick.tuffley@asb.co.nz
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